Interventional magnetic resonance imaging.
The development of minimally invasive surgical and interventional techniques has created a need for more accurate and sensitive image guidance and monitoring. Magnetic resonance imaging, with its superior soft tissue discrimination and multiplanar facilities, seems the obvious choice for an ideal image-guidance tool. Until recently, the employment of MRI in this role has been prevented by the physical constraints of conventional, closed-configuration machines. The problem has now been overcome by the development of an open design allowing both horizontal and vertical access to the patient in the scanner so that procedures can be performed concurrent with image acquisition. This configuration, together with the use of fast gradient echo sequences which can scan at speeds close to real time, means that a wide range of interventional procedures can be performed with on-line image guidance and monitoring. In addition, the versatility of the open design means that patients can assume physiological positions to allow dynamic joint imaging to be performed. This opens up a whole new field in the understanding of joint pathophysiology. This review article discusses these recent technological developments and their clinical applications. In particular, the potential role in guidance of biopsies, monitoring of thermal ablation techniques and applications in endoscopic surgery is outlined.